
Impression Instructions

Bottom Teeth

Checklist
We want you to make a great impression so ensure you follow these steps:

If you return your impressions without prior approval from instasmile, you may 
be charged for additional materials. Your order could also be delayed.

Watch the impression guide video and read the instructions

Take your impression

Take photos of your impression

Take photos of your natural teeth

photos with your order number to impressions@instasmile.com

Wait until you have received a response from our customer service team before 
mailing your impression back to us

Upload your photos to your instasmile Account Area on our website or Email your 
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Make a great impression
We’re here to make sure your impression turns out great. 
Great impressions ensure that our expert technicians 
can make your perfect smile.

WARNING: Boiling water is dangerous. Never leave 
boiling water unattended.

Please watch the impression guide 
video and read the instructions 
thoroughly. Scan the QR code or go to 
instasmile.com

Timer or Stopwatch
Some steps have time restrictions 

Standalone Mirror
To accurately position the tray

Before you begin

What you’ll need

Important information

Tongs or Slotted Spoon
To remove the tray from the water

Camera Phone
To take photos of your impression and 
natural teeth

Pot or Pan
For boiling water

Boil Water Heat Tray Align and Push

Fill your pot or pan with water and place over a
high heat

Bring the water to a rolling boil

TIP: When taking the tray out of the water, use the 
tray handle and not the putty material.

TIP: Do not move or talk for the 4 minutes the tray is in 
your mouth. Rest your elbows on a table to help you 
stay as still as possible. 

Using your mirror, align your teeth centrally within 
the marking in the tray

Hold the tray in place for 4 minutes

Once the tray is in position, pull your bottom lip over 
the tray and, using your fingers, evenly push the tray 
onto your teeth in one swift motion until you feel 
your teeth hit the top of the tray

After 4 minutes, remove the tray from your mouth 
using the handle at the front. If you are struggling to 
remove it, lift the tray off your back teeth to release 
suction and then use the tray handle to remove it 
from your mouth

Once removed, dry at room temperature for 
15 minutes

After 15 minutes, your impression will be ready for 
you to take photos for our technicians to assess

Take photos of your impression in good natural light. 
Provide several photos from various angles

Ensure that we can clearly see the imprint of your 
teeth and gums in the photos

TIP: Make sure that you are in a room with a lot of 
light. The photos need to be as clear as possible so we 
can fully assess your dental profile.

Place the provided smile stretcher into your mouth to 
move your lips away from your teeth

 

Take 3 close up photos of your natural teeth:
Closed teeth1.
Upper teeth2.
Lower teeth3.
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Remove Impression Photos Natural Teeth Photos4 5 6

Brush and floss so your teeth are clean

Remove all mouth, tongue and lip piercings

Be seated and have a flat surface to work on

Be comfortable with no distractions

Do not move whilst taking your impression

Ke
ep te

eth clear of this area

Set a timer for 90 seconds

Place the tray into the boiling water with the putty 
material facing upward. Ensure the tray is fully 
submerged and keep the water boiling

After 90 seconds, remove the tray using tongs or a 
slotted spoon. Place the tray on your work surface 
and leave to cool for 3 minutes
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Upload your impression and natural teeth photos to
your instasmile Account Area on our website or
email your photos with your order number to 
impressions@instasmile.com 

You will receive an acknowledgement advising that
we have received your photos. DO NOT MAIL YOUR
IMPRESSION BACK TO US until one of our customer
service team has advised you to do so.


